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Ladies, strut your stuff this summer ! Update your styles with a few of our fashion solutions that 
will completely unlock your outfi t's potential and give it that extra panache. 
Say goodbye to bra straps! Th e perfect solution is Reveal Bra, perfect when walking down the 
aisle and saying "I do.".
Give your bikini a boost with our amazing Swim Shapers enhancement pads. 
Create unique summer outfits with Reveal Cleavage, our adjustable 5-way, backless, 
strapless bra with or without the center clip.

Wedding Fashions Swim

Your friends at Supportables…
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EDITOR’S PICKEDITOR’S SPOTLIGHT

Davina & Micky

FASHION TRENDS 
TO HAVE ON YOUR 

RADAR

Our latest backless, strapless adhesive bra. 
 Designed with a front clasp to instantly 

create shape and cleavage while supporting 
your bust.

Got slippery straps? Swim Companion Flash Tape
to the rescue! We’ve created our waterproof, 

double-sided clothing adhesive to keep your 
favorite fashions securely in place —in and out 
of the water!

Reusable 50 times 
or more!

Notes from Notes from 
the Editorthe Editor
Notes from 
the Editor

Soothing soft pastel 
hues shown on 

the runway from 
Jonathan Simkhai, 
Bottega Veneta and 

Max Mara.

Discover the denim 
revolution! Altuzarra and 
Dior reveal their seductive 
femininity with a new style 

of wide-legged, loose-fit and 
high-waisted 90s style jeans.

Rosie Assoulin shows multi-
colored silk striped skirts 
and dresses that are knee-
length and A-line styles. 

Her silhouettes are uplifting 
from day to night.

Channel your inner 
Grace Jones with 

slinky hooded dresses 
from Versace, Saint 

Laurent and Valentino.

Michael Kors brings  
a tropical vibe to 

the runway with his 
eye-catching fashions  
in vibrant lime green 

tones.

convenient
crack 'n peel liner

NEW MAGICUPS® GALORE
Shape - Support - Enhance

SWIM COMPANION 
FLASH TAPE ®
Keep your swimwear & 
activewear in place.
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SUMMER SPLASH

Take center stage with Swim Shapers! We've created the 
most comfortable, silky enhancement pads with your 

favorite bathing suits in mind. Designed to provide shape, 
lift and extra cleavage.

Eliminate nipple show-through with Swim Petal Tops. 
  Waterproof, disposable pasties are perfect for adding 

modesty-on-demand.  

Got camel toe? Fret not, friends, Camel~Not to the rescue! For instant 
modesty and confidence in swimsuits, yoga pants, leggings, and more, 

wear our contoured pad to instantly eliminate this embarrassing faux pas.

conforms 
to body shape

She Shells are sexy and fun. 
 Our lace-up stick-on swim 

tops provide backless, strapless 
support, shaping and added 
cleavage when tightening the 
laces.

Reusable 50 times 
or more!

Can be worn 
with or 

without laces.
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Swim Shapers round style 
or

She Shells

Extra double-sided 

adhesives included.

SWIM SHAPERS  ®
Covered Enhancers

SHE SHELLS ™
Sexy lace-up enhancement!

SWIM PETAL TOPS  ®
Nipple Covers

CAMEL~NOT ™
Eliminates Camel Toe

https://www.supportables.com/
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SUMMER SPLASH

Use 30 times 
or more!

Smooth Cover Lift — for dresses, 
 blouses or swimsuits.

Pull up for an extra boost while 
eliminating nipple show-through.

Rock that sexy outfit with Breathable Silicone Enhancers! Our fan-
  favorite push-up pads are perfect for adding the most lightweight, 

most comfortable enhancement you can get your hands on. Designed 
with tiny holes throughout, these push-up pads instantly add lift, 
shaping, cleavage and a full cup size.

Our Clear Straps are not only for bare shoulders, they 
offer invisibility under see-through clothing. They 

won't stretch out of shape from weight or weather and 
are not affected by lotions, creams or perfumes.

NEW
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THE FIRST BREATHABLE
SILICONE ENHANCERS
Flirty Pads

SMOOTH COVER LIFT
Conceal and boost the girls!

CLEAR STRAPS ™
Clearly superior straps!
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SUNNY STYLES

Reusable 50 times 
or more.

T he Happier Strap will keep 
bra straps in place and on your 

shoulders. It is easy to attach and 
unnoticeable under clothing. Each 
package contains one piece each of 
white, black, beige and clear straps.

NEW,

• It's really comfortable.
• Won't show through clothing.
• Lies flat.
• Easily attaches to straps without help.

adjustable

three piece package!

Straps 

slipping?

NEW

Adjusts to reveal or conceal cleavage.

Move it down for 
more cleavage.

Move it up to show 
less cleavage.

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY  SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

We’ve updated 
the clip!

X

✓

CLEAVAGE PAL ™
Instant lift, fullness and 
cleavage on demand.

CAMI LACE ™
Modesty on demand!

Have a little fun with Cleavage Pal! We’ve designed the 
 perfect cleavage-enhancing backless, strapless, adhesive bra to provide 

enhancement-on-demand. Just tighten the laces and say “Hello!” to a whole 
lotta cleavage!
Stella Jean, the Haitian-Italian designer, is known for mixing bold prints such as 
animal prints, fl oral designs and jungle patterns.

C ami Lace is a beautiful 
embroidered gossamer 

sheer polyester georgette, 
perfect with that low-cut 
blouse or jacket without 
wearing a  camisole. Simply 
tie Cami Lace to bra straps. 
Move it up to show less 
cleavage and move it down 
for more cleavage.

Create a racerback, add breast lift, 
 support and cleavage. 

A clear hypoallergenic plastic clip pulls 
your bra straps together to create a 
racerback eff ect. Keeps straps hidden 
under revealing outfits.

FINE-TUNE
Create a racerback and more.

THE HAPPIER STRAP
Say good-bye to wandering straps!
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BLUSHING BRIDE

Reusable 50 times 
or more.

A midsummer night's 
  wedding is a match made 

in bridal heaven with Lovely Lift ! 
Th is reusable silicone style solution 
is designed with underwires to 
provide unbeatable shape and 
support on your big day.

At the New York Bridal fashion 
week, fashion designers Amsale, 
Ines Di Santo and Nadia 
Manjarre declared traditional 
white gowns are being replaced 
with pastel blue as the must-have 
hue for brides.

Supports and maintains breast shape 
 and works perfectly with any deep-

plunge and sideless dress.

LOVELY LIFT ™
Comfortable lift 
and support!

Keep breasts and 
dresses in place.

Great under 
swimwear too!

REVEAL BRA  ®
For deep-plunge and 
strapless fashions.

LOVELY LIFT ™
Comfortable lift 
and support!

This must have, 5-way 
strapless bra creates 

natural shaping and 
provides reliable support. 
Wear with the clip for 
added cleavage or without 
the clip for deep- plunge 
fashions.

REVEAL ® CLEAVAGE
5-way strapless advantage.

BEIGE 
OR

COCOA

W hat to wear under a deep V-neckline wedding dress? 
We suggest Ultimate Body Tape!  

We've created the ultimate breast and 
body tape that's designed to 
comfortably support your bust on 
your big day. 

Can be used 5 different ways –  
with and without clip.

Skin prep inclued for 
ease of removal.

ULTIMATE BODY TAPE!
Create reliable support.

https://www.supportables.com/
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DAVINA’S FASHION NOTES
BRIDE-TO-BE

WOW! 3 SOLUTIONS

to use for all swimsuits.
RAINBOW FASHION

Brazabra Corp.
8 Run Way
Lee, MA 01238, USA

413–243–4690
800–251–3031

Th e divine Danish swimsuit fashion 
designer, Ganni, shows simple and 
sophisticated one-piece swimsuits 

with deep v-necklines. 
Why not combine 3 must-have 

fashion solutions Camel~Not, Swim 
Petal Tops and Swim Companion 

Flash Tape for all-day confidence?

Wedding dresses with sheer, 
voluminous puffy lace sleeves 

were displayed by fashion 
designers Su Mustecaplioglu
and Ines Di Sango. The ideal 

bra to increase cleavage is  
Reveal Cleavage with the clip 

to create natural shaping.

Designers like Christopher John Rogers
bring back the bright and bold rainbow 
stripe era for clothing and accessories. 

Show off your wild side! Dress up in any 
colorful outfit by adding our latest 

MagiCups Galore strapless bra.
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